Abstract
Introduction
XML is an emerging standard for exchange, representation and integration of internet data.
In semantic grid [1] , SLN-Builder and Intelligent Semantic Browser are connected through XML descriptions. A well designed DTD for XML document is needed in these applications.
Normalizing XML model avoids diversified problems in data operations. To control data redundancy to some degree and ensure data validity, it is necessary to study XML normal forms to decompose XML model, reducing redundancy and keeping original semantics. At present, because of complex structure, there isn't a mature and perfect theory for XML normalization and model decomposition.
Related Works
XML FDs [2] is presented in ORA-SS model to decrease data redundancy. But FDs can't denote relative constraints. [3] [4] give algorithms to normalize XML DTD. But they don't discuss some abnormal FDs and XML forms. Marcelo Arenas [5] defines XML forms-XNF to eliminate data redundancy and update abnormity, but XML forms are limited to encoded XML document.
Based on the researches, the paper will define five XML FDs and four XML normal forms. Four algorithms are proposed to decompose DTD into some XML normal form.
Validity of these algorithms is analyzed to maintain FD maintenance and lossless join decomposition.
XML Functional Dependency
XML FD exists in document tree hierarchy, which is relative or absolute. Based on DTD and tree model, [6] define XML FD, denoting relative constraints. Based on it, XML IFD, TFD, AFD and MVD are presented.
Definition 3.1 Indirect Functional Dependency (IFD)
Given D (E,A,M,N,r). XML IFD is the 
Definition 3.4 Abnormal Functional Dependency One (AFD1)
Given D (E,A,M,N,r). If there is ϕ : R1,R2(Q1/ σ 1, … ,Qn/ σ n → Py/ σ y), but ϕ ∉(D, ∑ ) ＋ , so AFD1 exists.
XML DTD Normalization
Normalization DTD is basic requirement.
Four XML normal forms are presented to eliminate data redundancy step by step. 
XML Model Decomposition
XML model decomposition maintains lossless and has "FD maintenance".
FD Maintenance of DTD
"FD maintenance" means that original FD relationship isn't lost during attributes division. 
Lossless Join Decomposition of DTD
Given DTD D can be expressed by relation [7] . 
Normalization Algorithms
Four algorithms are presented to decompose XML DTD into XML normal forms. on the problem will be continued in the future.
